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Spent waterglass foundry sand (SwFS) is a bulk waste of the metallurgical industry
containing at least 2–5 wt% of the waterglass layer without effective utilization. To
this end, this paper proposes the disposal of SwFS as fine aggregates for MgO-
activated slagmaterials (MASMs). Two types of SwFS subjected to different treating
temperatures (100°C and 800°C) were prepared to investigate their effects on
fluidity, compressive strength, pore structure, and micromechanical properties of
MASM. The experimental results showed that the coated waterglass of SwFS
played an important role in affecting the performance of MASMmortars. For SwFS
subjected to 100°C, the coated waterglass could be partially dissolved and
released into the surrounding paste to activate slag along with MgO.
Compared with the group without SwFS, the resulting compressive strength
(MPa) of mortars with SwFS was increased by 33.6–74.1% at all ages, and the
average elastic moduli (GPa) of C-A-S-H were increased by 19.6%. In contrast, for
SwFS subjected to 800°C, the coated waterglass can hardly be dissolved, which
induced a complex interface in the microstructure of mortars, leading to the
reduced compressive strength of mortars.
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1 Introduction

The demand for equipment and machines facilitates the prosperous foundry industry
worldwide (Liu and Zheng, 2023). Nevertheless, the foundry industry produces huge
amounts of waste foundry sand (WFS) during casting production (Dyer and de Lima,
2022; Ashish et al., 2023). Approximately 100 million tons of WFS are produced yearly, and
this value is predicted to increase continuously in the coming years (Díaz Pace et al., 2017).
Generally, foundry sand is quartz sand bound by binders such as waterglass, resin chemicals,
bentonite clay, phenolic urethanes, and epoxy resins (Siddique and Singh, 2011; Mohamed
Ismail et al., 2020; Rodrigues et al., 2021; Fang et al., 2023). When it deteriorates after the
metal-casting process, WFS is mostly discarded in landfills, leading to pollution of land and
groundwater (Khan et al., 2021).

In recent years, researchers have proposed recycling WFS into the feedstock of
construction materials, e.g., pavement blocks, brick blocks, and asphalt concrete (Javed
et al., 1994; Yazoghli-Marzouk et al., 2014; Bhardwaj and Kumar, 2017; Ghanizadeh et al.,
2023). For instance, Martins et al. (2022) verified the feasibility of preparing concrete using
WFS as a partial replacement for sand. Kavitha et al. (2021) suggested that the replacement of
aggregates with WFS should not exceed 30%. The contained organic materials, chemical
binders, and some other impurities ofWFS are the negative factors influencing the properties
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of concrete (Kraus et al., 2009), which hinders the recycling of WFS
on a large scale. For example, spent waterglass foundry sand (SwFS)
is the WFS bonded by waterglass and hardened by CO2. The
presence of waterglass in SwFS normally triggers side effects on
the hydration of cement, leading to a poor interface between SwFS
and the surrounding paste and reduced compressive strength (Wang
et al., 2022). Therefore, a proper binder that is compatible with
waterglass of SwFS could be the solution to the large-scale utilization
of SwFS.

In order to address this need, this paper proposes recycling SwFS
into MgO-activated slag materials (MASMs) as fine aggregates that
have not been involved in previous studies yet. MASM is a greener
alkali-activated slag material with a lower cost and danger of
operation compared to NaOH/waterglass-activated slag material
(NASM). Nevertheless, since MgO is a weak alkali, the
mechanical strength of MASM is normally much lower than that
of NASM, which hinders the applications of MASM. Considering
that waterglass is the popular activator of NASM, the coated
waterglass of SwFS could be a necessary auxiliary activator to
activate slag along with MgO. Through such a way, the
utilization of SwFS could be optimized, which has not been
studied by previous studies. In this study, two types of SwFS
(with 100°C and 800°C) were prepared to investigate the effects
of different types of SwFS subjected to different treating
temperatures on the performance of MASM. The influences of
the two types of SwFS on the flow, compressive strength,
micromechanical properties, and pore structure of MASM were
studied. The results of this study could provide a basis for the
optimal utilization of SwFS.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Materials

Ground granulated blast slag (GGBS) corresponding to Grade
S105 was purchased from Shandong Kangjing New Materials Co.,
Ltd., China. Its density was 2800 kg/m3. Table 1 presents the
chemical composition determined by X-ray fluorescence (XRF).
MgO and KOH of analytical purity were purchased from
Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd., China. Quartz sand with
a size of less than 0.85 mmwas used. Waterglass (27.3 wt% SiO2 and
8.5 wt% Na2O) was purchased from Yourui Refractory Material Co.,
Ltd., China. The water used was tap water.

2.2 Preparation of SwFS

Foundry sand was prepared in the laboratory by mixing quartz
sand, waterglass, and KOH at a mass ratio of 100:50:2 in a mixer for
3 min (Wang et al., 2022). The mixture was then added to a
ventilation mold and injected with CO2 at a rate of 5 L/min for

5 min. The hardened mixture was, respectively, calcined at 100°C
and 800°C for 1 h to simulate practical working conditions.
Thereafter, the hardened mixtures were crushed into powder
samples and were named SwFS1 and SwFS8 to indicate the
subjected working temperatures.

2.3 Mix proportion and sample preparation

The feasibility of SwFS as a source of fine aggregates to prepare
MASM was examined with variable replacements (40%, 70%, and
100%) of quartz sand, as shown in Table 2. Before adding mixing
water, solid materials (including GGBS, MgO, and aggregates) were
well mixed in a Harbor mixer. Thereafter, water was carefully added
to the mixer, and the mixture was further mixed for 3 min.

2.4 Test methods

2.4.1 Flow table test
The fluidity of MASM mortars was tested using a STNLD-3

fluidity tester, according to ASTM C1437 (ASTM C1437, 2015).
Two orthogonal directions of the spread mortar were measured to
determine the average diameter as the fluidity.

2.4.2 Compressive strength and microstructure
The compressive strength of mortars was measured on cubic

specimens with a size of 50 mm × 50 mm × 50 mm. The samples
were first cured in a standard curing room (23 ± 2°C, RH >95%) in a
mold. After 24 h, they were demolded and continuously cured in the
curing room. Specimens were tested in triplicate using a 300 kN load
cell with a loading rate of 0.5 kN/s to determine the average
compressive strength and the standard error.

2.4.3 Pore structure
The pore structure of mortars was investigated using a

MesoMR23-060V-1 Newman nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
instrument with a magnetic field of 0.5 ± 0.05 T and a frequency of
21.3 Hz. Cylinder specimens with a size of d × h = 50 mm × 50 mm
were prepared and cured in the same way as those for the
compressive strength test. At the age of 28 days, the specimens
were vacuum-saturated using a BSJ fully automatic saturation
machine prior to the analysis.

2.4.4 Microstructure analysis
A FlexSEM1000 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) was used

to analyze the microstructure of specimens, which were collected
from the 28-day compressive strength test. They were soaked in
ethanol to cease cement hydration for more than 7 days and
vacuum-dried for 1 day. Prior to the analysis, a layer of gold
particles was sputtered on the surface of the samples for 120 s to
achieve good electrical conductivity.

TABLE 1 Chemical composition of GGBS (%).

CaO SiO2 Al2O3 MgO Fe2O3 TiO2 K2O Loss on ignition

43.7 26.5 18.2 4.9 1.0 1.0 0.8 3.9
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2.4.5 Grid of nanoindentation
Nanoindentation testing was carried out using a Hysitron TI

950 TriboIndenter with a pyramid-shaped diamond Berkovich
indenter. The specimens were collected from the 28-day
compressive test of the mortars. They were first vacuum-
impregnated into capsules with a diameter of 32.5 mm, filled
with epoxy resin, and were cured at room temperature until the
epoxy resin hardened. Subsequently, the surfaces of the specimens
were polished using a CVOK-MP1AB polisher (Chen et al., 2021).

In each 8 × 8 grid indentation zone with 10 μm spacing,
64 indents were carried out. For each indent, the elastic modulus
was calculated by using the Oliver and Pharr method (Oliver and
Pharr, 1992). The deconvolution was performed on MATLAB via
the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) based on the expectation
maximization (EM) algorithm. Based on the deconvolution
results, three phases were identified with a low-density Calcium
silicoaluminate hydrate (C-A-S-H), high-density C-A-S-H, and
unreacted GGBS (Hay et al., 2020).

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Fluidity of mortars

Table 3 presents the fluidity of mortars with and without SwFS.
This shows that the incorporation of 40% or 70% SwFS1 into MASM
has resulted in slight increments in the fluidity of mortars, while
100% SwFS1 reduced the fluidity. It is indicated that the fluidity of a
mortar is reduced when more SwFS1 is incorporated. This may be
due to the soluble properties of the coated waterglass of SwFS1,
which could dissolve and initially work as a lubricant to improve
fluidity. However, more waterglass would dissolve into the pore
solution with the high content of SwFS1, aiding in activating the slag,
resulting in a faster early solidification of the mortar and the
deterioration of fluidity. In contrast, these mortars with SwFS8
are very similar and are lower than those of the control (Ctrl),
indicating that the presence of SwFS8 in MASM degrades the flow
properties of MASM. This may result from high-temperature

calcination causing the decomposition of the waterglass layer on
the surface of SwFS8, while reducing the moisture content of SwFS8,
resulting in the loss of mortar fluidity.

3.2 Compressive strengths of mortars

Figure 1 shows the compressive strengths of MASM mortars
with and without SwFS. This clearly shows that the incorporation of
different types of SwFS has resulted in different effects on the
compressive strength of mortars. When SwFS1 has been
incorporated, the compressive strength of mortars significantly
increases with its content. Despite that, the 3-day and 7-day
compressive strengths of SwFS140 are slightly lower than that of
Ctrl; the compressive strengths of mortars with SwFS1 have been
maximally increased by 74.1% at 3 days, 33.6% at 7 days, and 64.8%

TABLE 2 Mixing proportion of MASM/kg/m3.

Mixture Quartz sand GGBS SwFS1 SwFS8 Water MgO

Ctrl 1126 726.5 0 0 399.5 56.3

SwFS140 675.6 726.5 450.4 0 399.5 56.3

SwFS170 337.8 726.5 788.2 0 399.5 56.3

SwFS1100 0 726.5 1126 0 399.5 56.3

SwFS840 675.6 726.5 0 450.4 399.5 56.3

SwFS870 337.8 726.5 0 788.2 399.5 56.3

SwFS8100 0 726.5 0 1126 399.5 56.3

TABLE 3 Fluidity of mortars/cm.

Ctrl SwFS140 SwFS170 SwFS1100 SwFS840 SwFS870 SwFS8100

27.7 29.3 28.6 27.2 26.0 25.9 25.5

FIGURE 1
Compressive strength of MASM mortars with and without SwFS.
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at 28 days. This could be due to the dissolved waterglass from SwFS1
released into the surrounding paste, which is an effective activator
for MASM by providing abundant [SiO4]

4- (Wang et al., 2022).
Moreover, the results also suggested that MgO may be better
efficient for SwFS-based alkali-activated slag since MgO as an
activator provides greater operational safety compared to SwFS-
based NaOH-activated slag (Fang et al., 2023) and achieved higher
compressive strength compared to SwFS-based Ca(OH)2-activated
slag (Wang et al., 2022).

In contrast, the compressive strength of SwFS8-incorporated
mortars displays a slight increase with the increased content of
SwFS8, while the 3-day and 7-day compressive strengths were
reduced by 16.9–17.5% and 22.3–29.0%, respectively. This
indicates that coated waterglass may not be dissolved and
released into the surrounding paste in a similar way as SwFS1
since SwFS8 is less soluble (Wang et al., 2022). As a result, the
structure of the interface of SwFS8 could be converted into a
sandwich structure of paste–waterglass coating–quartz sand,
which would weaken the mechanical properties of mortars. In
addition, the increased compressive strength of mortars with the
content of SwFS8 may suggest that some of the coated waterglass also
dissolved into the surrounding paste in the lower contents.

3.3 Pore structure

Figure 2 shows the pore structure of MASMmortars. All mortars
have similar distributions of pore sizes between 1–200 nm. For SwFS1-
added mortars, the peak heights are lower than those of the Ctrl. The
height is increased when more SwFS1 has been added, indicating the
refinement in the pore structure of MASM mortars. This can be
attributed to the dissolution of coated waterglass and the released
[SiO4]

4- into MASM pastes could facilitate the generation of extra
hydration products, which not only fill the pores and cracks in the
microstructure but also enhance the bonding efficiency of MASM. In
addition, the profiles of the pore structure of SwFS1-added mixtures
are right-shifted with reference to Ctrl when incorporating more

SwFS1, implying that the presence of SwFS1 increases the pore size of
MASM due to the presence of the coating of soluble waterglass. When
incorporating SwFS8 into MASM, the peak heights of SwFS8-added
mixtures are increased with the addition of SwFS8, indicating that the
incorporation of SwFS8 could introduce more pores to the
microstructure of MASM due to the sandwich structure of the
interface. Furthermore, the profiles of the pore structure of SwFS8-
added MASM mortars have been moved to the left side of Ctrl,
indicating increased pore sizes.

3.4 Microstructure analysis

Figure 3 presents the typical SEM images of 28-day MASM
mortars. As can be found in Figure 3A, the quartz sand displays a very
smooth surface in the microstructure of Ctrl with some cracks in the
interface, indicating physical bonding. In contrast, when SwFS1 has
been incorporated, as shown in Figure 3B, the interface between
SwFS1 and the surrounding paste has been modified very much, with
no cracks. The surface of SwFS1 is rough and contains some fine
particles, which may be the hydration products produced by the
activation of dissolved waterglass. The extra hydration products can
not only densify the microstructure of mortars but also contribute to
an enhanced bonding effect between SwFS1 and the surrounding
paste. In addition, some flake hydration products were also found in
this figure, which could be the produced Mg(OH)2 through the
hydration of MgO.

Figure 3C presents the SEM image of SwFS8100. This shows that
the surface of SwFS8 is covered with fewer hydration products than
that of Figure 3B. SwFS8 is poorly bonded by MASM with obvious
cracks in the interface. This may be due to the lower solubility of
SwFS8 since fewer hydration products can be produced through
dissolved waterglass with slag. Furthermore, the presence of the
hardened waterglass coating further changed the structure of the
interface from a normal “aggregate–paste” to a sandwich-like
interface “aggregate–waterglass–paste.” This is much related to
the result of compressive strength.

3.5 Grid of nanoindentation

Nanoindentation was carried out to further investigate the role of
the waterglass coating of SwFS in the micromechanical properties of
28-day MASM. Figures 4A–C show the optical microscope images of
the interface of Ctrl, SwFS1100, and SwFS8100, respectively. The
difference between the samples is that SwFS8100 has an obvious
black stripe between SwFS8 andMASM pastes, which could be related
to the file epoxy resin granules in pores or cracks during the polishing
process for nanoindentation samples. The indented area is a 7 ×
7 lattice distribution, with a section of approximately 10 μm in the
interface. The results of the corresponding indented area were
obtained in contour mapping analysis, as shown in Figures 4D–F.
Figures 4A, Dshow a strong interface between quartz sand andMASM
pastes, where the elastic modulus is approximately 20–60 GPa. This
similar interface is also found in SwFS1100 (Figure 4E), and the size of
this zone in the interface is wider and gentler than that in Ctrl,
indicating some positive effects of waterglass on the microstructure of
the interface. A popular explanation is the substantial accumulation of

FIGURE 2
Pore structure of MASM mortars with and without SwFS.
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homogeneous hydration products in the interface, as [SiO4]
4-

dissolved from waterglass can rapidly react with Ca or Mg to
generate more hydration products, especially in the interface.

However, Ma et al. (2022) indicated that this rapid hydration
reaction could form incompletely dissolved waterglass, which is
attributed to dense precipitations (mainly calcium silicate) outside

FIGURE 3
SEM images of the microstructure for 28-day MASM mortars: (A) Ctrl; (B) SwFS1100; (C) SwFS8100.

FIGURE 4
Nanoindentation results of MASM in the interface: (A,B,C) analysis region of Ctrl, SwFS1100, and SwFS8100, respectively; (D,E,F) elastic modulus
mapping for Ctrl, SwFS1100, and SwFS8100, respectively.
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waterglass. In MASM, Ca2+ and Mg2+ may compete to bond with
[SiO4]

4- (Li et al., 2022). The hydration reaction may prefer the
formation of magnesium silicate precipitates due to the presence of
abundant MgO. This may change the composition of precipitation
outside waterglass. As a result, the waterglass of SwFS1 may be
completely dissolved in MASM, and SwFS1100 presented a gentle
and continuous interface microstructure.

In contrast, the interface of SwFS8100 is highly inhomogeneous.
Some areas (<10 GPa) are located between SwFS8 and MASM
pastes, indicating that the hydration products did not fill the
whole pores in the interface even at 28 days. Porous interfaces
may have a negative effect on the performance of SwFS8-added
mortars. However, the waterglass of SwFS8 is not entirely
detrimental to the micromechanical properties at the interface.
Since SwFS8 was calcined at a high temperature, waterglass is
transformed into a hardened shell of waterglass, which adheres to
the outer surface of SwFS8 (Subasri and Näfe, 2008). This hardened
coating can also be observed near SwFS8 in Figure 4F, and its elastic
modulus is approximately 20–60 GPa.

Thereafter, deconvolution was carried out to identify
hydration products of pastes around aggregates as shown in
Figures 5A, C. Although Hydrated magnesium silicaluminate
(M-A-S-H) is a hydration product presented in MASM, its
content is much less than that of C-A-S-H (Kim et al., 2022).
The coordination of Mg in M-A-S-H is easily replaced by Ca to
generate new C-A-S-H (Li et al., 2022; Ma et al., 2022). Therefore,
deconvolution results were only analyzed for the main hydration
products (C-A-S-H gels) and un-hydrated GGBS. Three phases
can be obtained from nanoindentation testing for Ctrl, SwFS1100,
and SwFS8100, which are C-A-S-H, crystals of slag, and unreacted
slag. In these figures, π represents the volume fraction of the phase,
μ represents the mean value (in GPa), and σ represents the
standard deviation (in GPa). When adding SwFS1, the average
elastic moduli of C-A-S-H of SwFS1100 were significantly
increased by 19.6%, which could explain the enhanced
compressive strength of mortars. Nevertheless,
SwFS8100 displays a poor interface with a much thicker layer of
crystals with average elastic moduli of approximately 40–50 GPa,
which may be due to the hardened waterglass and the formed
Mg(OH)2, reflecting the complex structure of the interface.

4 Conclusion

This paper investigated the effects of SwFS subjected to
different treating temperatures (100°C and 800°C) on the
performance of MASM mortars. The result showed that
coated waterglass of SwFS played an important role in
affecting the performance of MASM mortars. For SwFS1, some
of the coated waterglass can be dissolved into the surrounding
paste to activate GGBS along with MgO. As a result, mortars with
SwFS1 have developed obviously, and compressive strengths
increased by 33.6–74.1% at all ages. In contrast, for SwFS8
subjected to an elevated treating temperature, coated
waterglass can hardly dissolve during the hydration of MASM.
Thus, the resulting compressive strength is reduced with
reference to mortars with SwFS1. In addition, the study of
micromechanical properties showed that since more hydration
products were allowed to be precipitated in the interface of
SwFS1-added mortars, the average elastic moduli of C-A-S-H
increased by approximately 19.6%.
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